The following materials at the Taggart Law Library offer advice pertaining to strategies for success in law school, including exam preparation, the creation of authoritative exam answers, and study aids for individual subjects.

REMEMBER: The controlling advice on the proper style and content of your exam answers will come from the professor teaching the course.

Click on the links below for more information about individual resources.

**Books**


Study Aid Series

The Taggart Law Library carries titles in the following series to help with understanding content in specific subject areas (e.g., torts, constitutional law, etc.). To see all the titles we carry in a particular series, click on the links below. You can also search for a particular title by doing a keyword search using the subject and series you are looking for (e.g. "torts AND nutshell").

Examples and Explanations Series (Aspen): Titles contain hypothetical questions in the legal subject area along with detailed explanations that allow you to test your knowledge of the topic. Law Reserve and Law North

Hornbook Series (West): One-volume treatises that seek to summarize and explain the law in a specific area; contain detailed analysis and footnotes. See also West's Concise Hornbook Series. Law Reserve and Law North
**Mastering Series (Carolina Academic Press):** Titles designed to help law students easily and efficiently master substance and content of various legal subject areas, with feature designed to improve learning and retention. **Law Reserve**

**Nutshell Series (West):** Concise expositions of the law written on over 70 legal topics in a compact format for convenient reference. **Law Reserve (most current edition) and Law North (older editions)**

**Questions and Answers Series (LexisNexis):** Multiple choice and short answer questions and answers on a variety of legal subjects. **Law Reserve and Law North**

**Understanding Series (LexisNexis):** Titles provide concise yet comprehensive analysis of the legal subject area to help you prepare for class and exams. **Law Reserve and Law North**